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Summary of project
The effect of Bt maize on non-target organisms is not well understood and prior to this study, no research
has been conducted in South Africa other than field monitoring of species diversity and abundance. The
main aims of the project were to study the effects of Bt maize on non-target organisms, to investigate
gene-flow between target pest populations and lastly to develop research capacity. Below you will find the
main results of the research project, how it advanced our current knowledge and understanding of
relevant biosafety issues and the how the outcomes of the project will impact on current biosafety policy
and management practices.

PROJECT OUTCOMES
AIM 1: The effects of Bt maize on non-target organisms
Investigating the presence of lacewing predators in Bt maize fields and the impact of the consumption of
the Bt protein on these predators showed that lacewing predator numbers were orders of magnitude
higher in Bt maize fields than in the wild and seemingly not adversely affected. Research showed that no or
low risk exists of adverse effects caused by exposure of lacewing predators to prey that feed on Bt maize
and the development of resistant target pests does not adversely affect lacewing biology. On the effects of
Bt maize on earthworms, research showed that no or low risk exists of adverse effects caused by exposure
to Bt maize. Interestingly, termites showed no preference for Bt or non Bt maize leaves and the food
removal rate was not affected. Studying the effects of Bt maize on tadpole development was inconclusive
and warrants further research which is needed for the risk assessment of GMOs. Investigating the question
whether the gut-microbes play a role in the resistance to Bt toxin led to protocol development and
generation of baseline data on the biodiversity of and possible role of bacteria in resistance development.
This resulted in a better understanding of factors that could play a role in insect resistance development.
AIM 2: Investigate gene-flow between target pest populations
DNA analyses was conducted to determine the level of relatedness and gene-flow between populations of
the maize stem borer and to study the dominance or recessiveness of resistance in target pests. A
laboratory experiment using crosses between resistant and susceptible populations showed that R was

dominant, information that will influence biosafety issues such as resistant management in the future and
contribute significantly to biosafety policy issues both locally and internationally. Furthermore, this
information will result in improved risk assessment before GM crop releases and management when pest
populations develop resistance. Investigating gene-flow between target pest populations also led to
protocol development for sampling. Collectively, this information leads to a better understanding of
migration patterns of target pests and the rapid spread of resistance in South Africa.
AIM 3: Research Capacity Development
Funding for this project resulted in the completion of five degrees in total (2 BSc Honours degrees and 3
MSc degrees).
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